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Introduction
An SEO report gives an overview of
how a website is performing on
search engines like Google. There
are various metrics and data used
to determine this. In this report, you
will get to know how your website is
performing and how it can be
improved by making fixes.

We ran multiple tests on your website -
(aoestatechariots.com). The results we got
are displayed below.

SEOptimer:

Scores,

Security: A+
Usability: A
Performance: A+
SEO: B+
Social: C+

Overall rating: A-

Google's Mobile-Friendly Test:

The page is Mobile Friendly
This website is easy to use on a mobile
device

Tests also conducted using SEMRUSH,
UberSuggest, PageSpeed Insights, etc.

There are more tests that were run on your
website, the detailed results and
recommendations are given in the following
pages of the report.  

Your page is largely optimized for SEO
performance. SEO optimization is important
to ensure you can maximize ranking potential
and drive traffic to your website from search
engines.

You can continue to build on your position
by ensuring On and Off-Page factors
highlighted here are improved, as well as
through the application of SEO strategies like
content generation and link building.
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PageSpeed
Insights Mobile

Useful links:

First Contentful Paint / Time to Interactive / Speed Index / Total Blocking Time /
Largest Contentful Paint / Cumulative Layout Shift

Google's PageSpeed Insights analyzes the content of a web
page, then generates suggestions to make that page faster.

Mobile Page Speed for aoestatechariots.com
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https://bit.ly/3jH5RJ3
https://bit.ly/3peqihx
https://bit.ly/3q9ltYd
https://bit.ly/3ql4wKE
https://bit.ly/3jJu9lv
https://bit.ly/2Z8i3ZI


PageSpeed
Insights Mobile
Google's PageSpeed Insights analyzes the content of a web
page, then generates suggestions to make that page faster.
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PageSpeed
Insights Mobile
Google's PageSpeed Insights analyzes the content of a web
page, then generates suggestions to make that page faster.
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> Remove unused JavaScript (web.dev)
> Code splitting with React.lazy and Suspense (web.dev)
> Getting Started - Loadable Components (loadable-components.com)

https://web.dev/unused-javascript/?utm_source=lighthouse&utm_medium=unknown
https://web.dev/unused-javascript/?utm_source=lighthouse&utm_medium=unknown
https://web.dev/code-splitting-suspense/?utm_source=lighthouse&utm_medium=unknown
https://loadable-components.com/docs/getting-started/


PageSpeed
Insights Mobile
Google's PageSpeed Insights analyzes the content of a web
page, then generates suggestions to make that page faster.
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> Serve static assets with an efficient cache policy (web.dev)

https://web.dev/uses-long-cache-ttl/?utm_source=lighthouse&utm_medium=unknown


PageSpeed
Insights Desktop

Useful links:

First Contentful Paint / Time to Interactive / Speed Index / Total Blocking Time /
Largest Contentful Paint / Cumulative Layout Shift

Desktop Page Speed for aoestatechariots.com

Google's PageSpeed Insights analyzes the content of a web
page, then generates suggestions to make that page faster.
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https://bit.ly/3jH5RJ3
https://bit.ly/3peqihx
https://bit.ly/3q9ltYd
https://bit.ly/3ql4wKE
https://bit.ly/3jJu9lv
https://bit.ly/2Z8i3ZI


PageSpeed
Insights Desktop
Google's PageSpeed Insights analyzes the content of a web
page, then generates suggestions to make that page faster.

> Serve static assets with an efficient cache policy (web.dev)
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https://web.dev/uses-long-cache-ttl/?utm_source=lighthouse&utm_medium=unknown


On page 
SEO Fixes

Issue #1 > Low Word Count - 1 page has a low word count

Difficulty: Moderate
SEO Impact: High

Your page is largely optimized for SEO performance. SEO
optimization is important to ensure you can maximize
ranking potential and drive traffic to your website from
search engines.
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On page 
SEO Fixes

Issue #2 > H1 Heading - 1 page with no H1 Heading

Difficulty: Easy
SEO Impact: Medium

Your page is largely optimized for SEO performance. SEO
optimization is important to ensure you can maximize
ranking potential and drive traffic to your website from
search engines.
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On page 
SEO Fixes

Issue #3 > Short <title> Tag - 4 pages with a <title> tag that is too
short

Difficulty: Easy
SEO Impact: Medium

Your page is largely optimized for SEO performance. SEO
optimization is important to ensure you can maximize
ranking potential and drive traffic to your website from
search engines.
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> How to Create Search Engine Friendly Title Tags (neilpatel.com)

https://neilpatel.com/blog/title-tags-seo/


On page 
SEO Fixes

Issue #4 > No sitemap.xml - No sitemap.xml to optimize interaction
with bots

Difficulty: Medium
SEO Impact: High

Your page is largely optimized for SEO performance. SEO
optimization is important to ensure you can maximize
ranking potential and drive traffic to your website from
search engines.
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> How to Create an SEO-Boosting XML Sitemap in 20 Minutes (or Less) (neilpatel.com)

Issue #5 > Analytics Tool - We could not detect an analytics tool
installed on your page. 

Website analytics tools like Google Analytics assist you in
measuring, analyzing, and ultimately improving traffic to your page.

Difficulty: Medium
SEO Impact: Medium

https://neilpatel.com/blog/xml-sitemap/


On page 
SEO Fixes

Issue #6 > Schema.org Structured Data - We have not detected
any usage of Schema.org on your page.

Schema.org is a structured data markup for webpages that helps
Search Engines understand your site better and provide rich
snippets directly in their search results.

Difficulty: Medium
SEO Impact: Medium

Other issues:

#7 > Legible Font Sizes
There is some text on your page that is small and may not be legible
enough for particular users. We recommend reviewing all text on
your page on different devices to ensure that it is of appropriate
size.

Your page is largely optimized for SEO performance. SEO
optimization is important to ensure you can maximize
ranking potential and drive traffic to your website from
search engines.
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On page 
SEO Fixes
Your page is largely optimized for SEO performance. SEO
optimization is important to ensure you can maximize
ranking potential and drive traffic to your website from
search engines.

#8 > JavaScript Errors
Your page is reporting JavaScript errors during load. This could
indicate that some required functionality on your page is failing or
scripts may have coding problems.
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Off page 
SEO Fixes
Your page is largely optimized for SEO performance. SEO
optimization is important to ensure you can maximize
ranking potential and drive traffic to your website from
search engines.
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Useful Resource: The Ultimate Guide to Off-Page SEO

#1 > Twitter Cards
We have not detected Twitter Cards on your page.

Twitter Cards are a type of structured data that can be placed on your
page to control what content is shown when a page is shared on Twitter.

#2 > Facebook Open Graph Tags
We have not found Facebook Open Graph Tags on your page.

Facebook Open Graph Tags are a type of structured data that can be
placed on your page to control what content is shown when a page is
shared on Facebook.

#3 > Facebook Pixel
We have not detected a Facebook Pixel on your page.

Facebook's Pixel is a piece of analytics code that allows you to track
users retarget them with Facebook Ads in the future.

#4 > Link Building
Links are still very important to Google. In fact, it’s almost impossible for
Google to determine the value of any web page if there are no links
pointing to it — no matter how useful, fresh, or in-depth the page content
might be.

Useful Resource: How Content Marketing has Replaced Link Building

https://neilpatel.com/blog/everything-you-need-to-know-about-off-page-seo/
https://imagebox.com/the-weakest-link-how-content-marketing-has-replaced-link-building/


Tools used: SEMRUSH, Ubersuggest, SEOptimer,
Backlinko, Google, Seobility, Canva, Photoshop

The writers behind the report.
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